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classes and localities had already lessened. In 1792 Boswell and Wind-
ham, advised nearly ten years before by Johnson to explore 'the
wonderful extent and variety of London' with its different modes of
life 'such... as very few could even imagine ', made a tour of discovery
to Wapping, 'but', says Boswell, 'whether from that uniformity which
has in modern times, in a great degree, spread through every part of the
Metropolis, or from our want of sufficient exertion, we were disap-
pointed.'
The poorest parts of eighteenth-century London - the dilapidated
courts and alleys, the crumbling tenements and the dangerous districts -
were chiefly in the belt which had grown up round the City between
the reign of Elizabeth and the end of the seventeenth century. That is,
they had for the most part been built during the period of restrictions
on new buildings, on the dividing of houses and on the taking of
'inmates* or lodgers. When London began to expand beyond the
ancient limits of the City, the growth was regarded with horror. For
about a hundred years attempts were made to restrain building on new
foundations. This policy was completely ineffective in checking the
growth of London, but it did affect the process of expansion.
It was feared that such numbers of people would give rise to dis-
orders of all kinds, that the danger of plague would be increased and
that provisions would be dearer. The new buildings were resented by
the City and feared by the queen who dreaded masterless men and the
conspiracies of foreigners. 'There was great confluence hither out of
the counties,' says Strype,
... of such persons as were of the poorer sorts of trades and occupations...
they took abundance of apprentices and kept them not their full time accord-
ing to law.... The preservation of the people in health seeming impossible to
continue where such great numbers were brought to dwell in small rooms,
whereof a great part were very poor and such as must live by begging or
worse means, and they heaped up together and in a way smothered with
many families of children and servants in the house. And the plague... when
it might happen in the City would (by a contiguity,of buildings) spread ...
and so a danger to the Queen's own life and the spreading of a mortality over
the whole nation.16
Hence the first proclamation against new buildings and inmates in 1580
defined a poEcy which was fitfully followed for about a century.

